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POSTING DETAILS

POSITION INFORMATION

Position Number: FMS022
Position Title: Senior Lecturer/ Lecturer/Assistant Lecturer in Oceanography and Marine Pollution
Employee Class: Senior Staff
Grade: Senior Lecturer/Lecturer/Assistant Lecturer
FTE: 1.0

JOB POSTING LOCATION

Section: Faculty of Science & Technology
Department: 1601-School of Marine Studies
Location: Fiji - Lautoka Campus
Reports To: Dean, FSTE
Supervised by: Head of School, Islands and Oceans

POSTING TEXT

The Senior Lecturer provides significant contributions to the teaching effort of a Department, School, Institute, Program or an interdisciplinary area. An academic at this level is also expected to play a major role in scholarship, research and/or professional activities.

A Lecturer is expected to make significant contributions to the teaching effort of the University and to carry out activities to maintain and develop their scholarly, research and/or professional activities relevant to the profession or discipline. An Assistant Lecturer is expected to make contributions to the teaching effort of the University, particularly at undergraduate level and to carry out activities to develop their scholarly, research and/or professional expertise relevant to the profession or discipline.
Nature and Scope:

The appointee in Oceanography and Marine Pollution will be required to lecture, supervise postgraduates and undertake research; and will be responsible for the delivery of courses in oceanography and marine pollution, development of these courses for external delivery through the University's Distance and Flexible Learning programme.

Key Results Area:
(For Advertisement)

Minimum Qualifications:

The successful candidate will have experience in the area of Oceanography and/or Marine Pollution with a tertiary teaching qualification, substantial tertiary teaching experience in both Oceanography and Marine Pollution; a good research and publication record; the ability to work as a team member in a challenging multicultural environment; and experience in the development of courses for delivery through DFL mode.

Preferred Qualifications:

Preference will be given to applicants with experience in the South Pacific region and an interest in Integrated Catchment/Inshore Management and Environmental Monitoring and Impact Assessment Techniques.

Skills:

- Experience in the delivery of courses via Distance and Flexible Learning mode.
- Ability to work as part of a team in a challenging multicultural environment
- Excellent Publications and Research record.
- Goal Oriented
- Team Player

Personal Qualities:

- Attention to Detail
- Team Player

Salary Range:

SL - F$74 995 to F$86 533 pa
L - F$59 813 to F$78 700 pa
AL - F$48 388 to F$58 066pa

Length of Contract:
3 Years Renewable

Posting Date:
11-06-2010

Closing Date:
12-17-2010

Start Date:
02-01-2010

Special Instructions to Applicants:
Please attach copies of your certificates, transcripts and references.
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